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“Albania has a growing reputation as the next ‘to be
discovered’ destination, which provides opportunities to
explore the country’s potential for developing products in
other niche tourism markets, notably adventure tourism.”

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

What is the current state for tourism in Albania?
Who travels to and within Albania, why and for how long?
How do they travel and where do they stay?
What does the future of tourism look like in Albania?

Although Albania is geographically well positioned in Mediterranean Europe, with a climate similar to
Greece and Croatia, years of isolation mean that it still has some way to go before it can compete with
some of the better-known destinations for its share of the tourism market. While tourist arrivals grew
strongly over the period 2009 to 2012, growth faltered in 2013, potentially indicating that the demand
for the destination may be slowing down, although statistics for the first quarter of 2014 are more
promising.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Accommodation
Figure 10: Tourism accommodation in Albania – Rooms, 2009-12
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NTA embarks on worldwide tourism promotion programme
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Infrastructure investment in the Saranda region

What Next?
‘Next generation Albania’
Albania set to enter the adventure tourism market
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